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There has been long-standing interest in automatically generating test sequences
from a finite state machine (FSM) and more recently this has been extended to
the case where there are multiple physically distributed testers and so we are
testing from a multi-port FSM. This paper explores the problem of generating
a controllable preset distinguishing sequence (PDS) from a multi-port FSM,
motivated by the fact that many FSM-based test generation algorithms use
PDSs. We prove that it is generally undecidable whether a multi-port FSM has
a controllable PDS but provide a class of multi-port FSMs for which the problem
is decidable. We also consider the important case where there is an upper bound
` on the length of PDSs of interest, proving that controllable PDS existence is
PSPACE-hard and in EXPSPACE. In practice the upper bound ` is likely to be a
polynomial in terms of the size of the multi-port FSM and in this case controllable
PDS existence is NP-Complete.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Testing is an important part of the software develop-
ment process but is typically manual, expensive, and
error prone. This has led to significant interest in au-
tomating parts of testing, with many approaches being
examples of model-based testing (MBT) in which au-
tomation is based on a model. Many MBT methods
take as input a finite state machine (FSM) (see, for ex-
ample, [1–5]) or input output transition system (IOTS)
(see, for example, [6, 7]). The FSM or IOTS that is used
in test automation might have been produced by a tool
that analyses the semantics of a model, allowing testers
to use more expressive languages such as state charts
and SDL [3, 8, 9]. This paper focuses on the problem of
generating test sequences from an FSM. This problem
was initially described in the seminal paper by Moore
[4] in 1956 and in 1964 Hennie [2] provided the first
FSM-based test generation algorithm that can be auto-
mated.
Traditionally, software testing has been seen as a
process in which the system under test (SUT) and tester
interact synchronously. However, this does not reflect
how many systems interact with their environment and,
in particular, a distributed system might interact with
its environment at a number of physically distributed
locations (ports). In such a situation we might have a
separate local tester at each port. If the local testers do
not interact with one another during testing and there
is no global clock then testing is distributed and we
are testing in the (ISO standardised [10]) distributed
test architecture. There has been significant interest in
distributed testing (see, for example, [11–20]), with the
initial motivation being protocol conformance testing.
In this case an implementation N of a layer of the
protocol stack is tested through having one local tester
acting as the layer above N and another local tester
sitting on a different machine [14, 15, 20].
A separate line of research has explored the situation
in which the local testers can synchronise their actions
by communicating through a network (see, for example,
[21–24]). There are situations in which such an
approach is entirely appropriate and one can then
use traditional FSM-based test sequence generation
algorithms. However, it may not be possible to
synchronise the testers if there are timing constraints3.
In addition, the exchange of messages between the
local testers either requires an external network to be
established, which can increase the cost of testing, or
uses the same network as the SUT and so can change
3Although our models do not include time, we might use
them to test the functional aspects of a system that has timing
constraints such as timeouts.
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the behaviour of the SUT.
The initial work on distributed testing found that
there can be additional controllability problems in which
a local tester cannot determine when to supply an
input since it only observes the events at its port
[14, 20]. Consider, for example, the interaction shown
in Figure 1a. In this the tester at port 1 should
send input x1 and as a result we expect o1 to be
output at port 1. The tester at port 2 should then
send input x2. However, the tester at port 2 does
not observe the previous interactions, which were at
port 1, and so does not know when to send the input.
Controllability problems are typically seen as being
undesirable since the tester cannot know the order in
which inputs are received: this makes it difficult to
determine whether a test objective was achieved and
also to trace failures to requirements. The focus of
test generation has thus been on techniques that return
controllable test sequences; test sequences that do not
cause controllability problems [11, 13, 16, 25–28]. Note
also that recent work showed that it is undecidable
whether there is a test case that is guaranteed to
distinguish two states s and s′ of an FSM [18] but this
problem can be solved in low-order polynomial time if
we restrict attention to controllable test sequences [17].
In distributed testing a local tester observes the
events at its ports and so a projection of the global trace
(sequence of inputs and outputs) that occurred. Thus,
the overall observation is a set of local traces rather
than a global trace. Since a set of local traces need not
uniquely define the global trace that occurred, there are
additional observability problems in distributed testing
[15]. To see this, consider the interaction given in
Figure 1b. In the specification the input of x1 at port
1 should lead to output o1 at port 1 and if we apply
x1 again then o1 should be output at port 1 and o2
should be output at port 2. The expected global trace
is therefore x1/〈o1, ε〉x1/〈o1, o2〉 in which ε denotes null
output at a particular port. As a result, the tester
at port 1 should observe x1o1x1o1 and the tester at
port 2 should observe o2. These local observations are
made if instead the SUT produces x1/〈o1, o2〉x1/〈o1, ε〉
(Figure 1c) despite this global trace not being allowed
by the specification. Observability problems can reduce
test effectiveness and so there has been interest in
producing test sequences that do not suffer from
observability problems [12, 15, 29–31].
Most FSM-based test generation techniques use
sequences that distinguish the states of the FSM M
from which test sequences are being generated (see,
for example, [1, 2, 32–36]). It has been found that
distinguishing sequences, where they exist, lead to
shorter tests [37]. There are two types of distinguishing
sequences: adaptive distinguishing sequences (ADSs)
and preset distinguishing sequences (PDSs). A PDS
for state set S′ is an input sequence that leads to
different outputs from all of the states in S′. An ADS
for S′ also leads to different outputs from all of the
states in S′ but is adaptive: instead of being a fixed
input sequences, it is like a decision tree, the next
input to be applied being decided on the basis of the
output observed. Hierons proved that when the FSM
has multiple ports, it is undecidable whether a set S′
of states has an ADS or a PDS and this is the case
even when we restrict attention to sets containing only
two states [33]. Despite these negative results, recently
Hierons and Türker investigated the problem of deriving
controllable ADSs from a multi-port FSM. Although
they did not provide an answer to the question of
whether constructing an ADS is decidable, they proved
that ADS existence is PSPACE-hard [39]. In contrast,
ADS existence can be decided in polynomial time for
single-port FSMs [40].
In this paper, we concentrate on deriving controllable
PDSs from multi-port FSMs. One motivation is that
many FSM-based test sequence generation techniques
use PDSs (see, for example, [2, 34, 41–44]); if we can
devise approaches that generate controllable PDSs then
there is the potential to extend these test generation
techniques to distributed testing. In addition, there is a
test sequence generation algorithm for multi-port FSMs
that uses PDSs [45].
This paper makes the following contributions. First,
we define what it means for an input sequence to be a
controllable PDS for an FSM M or some subset of its set
of states. We prove that (controllable) PDS existence
is undecidable in general but we also provide a class
of FSMs for which it is decidable. We also prove that
if we have an upper bound ` on the length of PDSs in
which we are interested then PDS existence is decidable,
PSPACE-hard, and in EXPSPACE. In practice, instead
of using a PDS we might generate a set of controllable
input sequences that pairwise distinguish the states of
the FSM M and such input sequences can be generated
in low-order polynomial time [17]. Thus, in practice
we might expect an upper bound ` to be a polynomial
in terms of the size of the FSM M and we prove that
controllable PDS existence is then NP-Complete. As
far as we are aware there is no corresponding result
for single-port FSMs but it is not hard to show that
the general bounded case is PSPACE-Complete for such
FSMs. Finally, we give a class of FSMs for which
controllable PDS existence is decidable.
This paper is structured as follows. We provide
preliminary material in Section 2 and also define
controllable PDSs. In Section 3 we then prove that
PDS existence is undecidable in general and provide
the complexity results for the bounded cases. Section
4 then considers a special class of FSM, which we call
C-FSMs, and proves that controllable PDS existence is
decidable for this. Finally, in Section 5 we conclude and
discuss potential future work.
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FIGURE 1: Controllability and observability problems.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we explore the formalisation used,
provide definitions of concepts we require, and define
what it means for an input sequence to be a controllable
PDS for an FSM M . We will let P denote the set
of ports; for all p ∈ P there is a local tester at port
p. We will use the term FSM to denote a multi-port
finite state machine (FSM): an FSM in which there are
multiple ports. We will use the term single-port FSM
for classical FSMs. We now give standard definitions of
FSMs and associated notation (see, for example, [39]).
Definition 2.1. An FSM is defined by a tuple M =
(P, S, s0, X, Y, δ, λ) where:
• P = {1, 2, . . . , k} is the set of ports.
• S is the finite set of states and s0 ∈ S is the initial
state. We let n denote the number of states.
• X is the finite set of inputs and X = X1 ∪X2 ∪
· · ·∪Xk where Xp (1 ≤ p ≤ k) is the input alphabet
for port p. We assume that the input alphabets
of the ports are disjoint: for all p, p′ ∈ P, such
that p 6= p′, we have Xp ∩ Xp′ = ∅. Given input
x ∈ X, inport(x) = p if x ∈ Xp. We consider the
projection of an input onto a port and define it as
πp(x) = x if x ∈ Xp, and πp(x) = ε if x 6∈ Xp. We
use “ε” to denote an empty/null input or output
and also the empty sequence.
• Y =
∏k
p=1(Yp ∪ {ε}) is the set of outputs where
Yp is the output alphabet for port p. We assume
that the output alphabets of the ports are disjoint:
for two ports p, p′ ∈ P, such that p 6= p′, we
have Yp ∩ Yp′ = ∅. An output y ∈ Y is a vector
〈o1, o2, . . . , ok〉 where op ∈ Yp ∪ {ε} for all 1 ≤
p ≤ k. We also assume that X is disjoint from
∪1≤p≤kYp. The notation πp(y) is used to denote
the projection of y onto port p, which is simply the
pth component of the output vector y. We define
outport(y) = {p ∈ P | πp(y) 6= ε}, which is the set
of ports at which an output is produced.
• δ is the state transfer function of type S×X → S.
If an input x ∈ X is applied when M is in state s
then M changes its state to δ(s, x).
• During a state transition M produces an output
vector. The output function λ : S ×X → Y gives
the output vector produced in response to an input.
An FSM processes inputs one at a time but is able to
produce more than one output in a transitions (at most
one output for each port). We will use the following
terminology in which M = (P, S, s0, X, Y, δ, λ).
Definition 2.2. Given state s and input x, if
δ(s, x) = s′ and λ(s, x) = y then τ = (s, s′, x/y)
is a transition of M with starting state s, ending
state s′, and label x/y. If (s, s′, x/y) is a
transition of M then the input of x in state s
leads to M moving to state s′ and producing output
y. Given transition τ = (s, s′, x/y) we define
inport(τ) = inport(x/y) = inport(x) and we also
define outport(τ) = outport(x/y) = outport(y) and
finally we define ports(τ) = ports(x/y) = {inport(x)}∪
outport(y) to denote the ports used in the transition.
We will use directed graphs to represent FSMs. As
an example, Figure 2 describes a 2-port FSM M that
has port set {1, 2}, state set {s1, s2, s3, s4}, initial state
s1, inputs {x1} at port 1 and {x2} at port 2, and
outputs {o1, o′1} at port 1 and {o2, o′2} at port 2. A
node represents a state of the FSM and a directed edge
between two nodes represents a transition: an edge with
label x/y from a node that has label s to a node that
has label s′ represents the transition (s, s′, x/y).
We use ε to represent the empty sequence and
juxtaposition to denote concatenation. Thus, for
example, xx′ represents a sequence of length 2 whose
first element is x and whose second element is x′. The
output and state transfer functions can be extended to
input sequences in the usual way: if x ∈ X and x̄ ∈ X∗
then δ(s, ε) = s, δ(s, xx̄) = δ(δ(s, x), x̄), λ(s, ε) = ε,
and λ(s, xx̄) = λ(s, x)λ(δ(s, x), x̄). We now define some
standard terminology.
Definition 2.3. A sequence of transitions ρ =
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FIGURE 2: Example FSM M
(s1, s2, x1/y1)(s2, s3, x2/y2) . . . (sm, sm+1, xm/ym) is a
walk that has starting state s1, ending state
sm+1, and label x1/y2 x2/y2 . . . xm/ym. Here
x1/y2x2/y2 . . . xm/ym is an input output sequence, also
called a trace, whose input portion is x̄ = x1 . . . xm
and whose output portion is ȳ = y1 . . . ym. We also
use x̄/ȳ to represent this trace. An FSM M defines
the language L(M) of traces that label walks with start-
ing state s0 and this is the behaviour of M . Thus,
L(M) = {x̄/λ(s0, x̄)|x̄ ∈ X∗} and LM (s) denotes the
set of labels of walks of M with starting state s. Given
S′ ⊆ S, we let LM (S′) = ∪s∈S′LM (s) denote the set
of labels of walks of M that have starting state in S′.
States s, s′ are equivalent if LM (s) = LM (s
′) and FSMs
M and N are equivalent if L(M) = L(N). FSM M
is minimal if there is no FSM that is equivalent to
M and has fewer states. Further, M is strongly con-
nected if for all (s, s′) ∈ S × S we have that there is
a walk with starting state s and ending state s′. If M
is strongly connected then M is minimal if and only if
LM (s) 6= LM (s′) for all s, s′ ∈ S with s 6= s′. We use
pre to denote a function that takes a set of sequences
and returns the set of prefixes of these sequences. If
x1/y1 x2/y2 . . . xm/ym is a trace then its prefixes are of
the form x1/y1 x2/y2 . . . xi/yi for i ≤ m.
If we consider the FSM M given in Figure 2 then
(s3, s1, x2/〈ε, o2〉)(s1, s2, x2/〈o1, o2〉) is a walk that has
starting state s3 and ending state s2. The label of
this walk is x2/〈ε, o2〉 x2/〈o1, o2〉 and this has input
portion x2x2 and output portion 〈ε, o2〉〈o1, o2〉. L(M)
contains the global trace x2/〈o1, o2〉 x1/〈o1, o2〉, which
can also be represented as x2x1/〈o1, o2〉〈o1, o2〉, and
LM (s3) contains the global trace x2/〈ε, o2〉 x2/〈o1, o2〉.
As normal, we restrict attention to minimal FSMs but
this is not a significant restriction since it is possible
to convert an FSM into an equivalent minimal FSM in
low-order polynomial time [46].
We will sometimes use the term global trace to denote
a trace in order to distinguish this from the local traces
observed by the (local) testers. Since the ports are
distributed, no tester observes a global trace: the tester
at port p only observes the inputs and outputs at p. If
σ is a global trace, then we use πp(σ) to denote the local
trace at p: a sequence of inputs and outputs at port p
(the projection of σ at p).
Definition 2.4. Given port p, function πp is defined
by the following rules.
πp(ε) = ε
πp((x/〈o1, o2, . . . , ok〉)σ) = πp(σ) if x 6∈ Xp ∧ op = ε
πp((x/〈o1, o2, . . . , ok〉)σ) = xπp(σ) if x ∈ Xp ∧ op = ε
πp((x/〈o1, o2, . . . , ok〉)σ) = opπp(σ) if x 6∈ Xp ∧ op 6= ε
πp((x/〈o1, o2, . . . , ok〉)σ) = xopπp(σ) if x ∈ Xp ∧ op 6= ε
A local tester only observes the local projections of
the global trace that occurred and so the set of local
testers can only distinguish two global traces if there is
a port p such that the local projections at p differ.
Definition 2.5. Global traces σ1, σ2 are indistin-
guishable, written σ1 ∼ σ2, if for all p ∈ P we have
that πp(σ1) = πp(σ2).
Consider, for instance, global traces σ1 =
x2/〈o1, o2〉x2/〈ε, o2〉 and σ2 = x2/〈ε, o2〉x2/〈o1, o2〉. We
have that π1(σ1) = o1, π2(σ1) = x2o2x2o2, π1(σ2) = o1
and π2(σ2) = x2o2x2o2 and, as a result, σ1 ∼ σ2. We
will use |.| to denote the cardinality of a set or the length
of a sequence and so, for example, in the above we have
that |P| = 2 and |π1(σ1)| = 4.
We now define what it means for an input sequence
to be controllable [47]. Essentially, an input sequence
is controllable if each local tester knows when to send
its inputs. Since testing is distributed, a local tester
only observes the corresponding local trace and so must
be able to decide when to send its inputs based on
this local trace. Now let us suppose that we have
input sequence x̄ = x1 . . . xm and consider the condition
under which the tester at port p knows when to send
xj+1 ∈ Xp. We are interested in distinguishing states
so the local tester may not know the state from which x̄
is applied. As a result, if we set x̄′ = x1 . . . xj then the
local observation, before xj+1, should be πp(λ(s, x̄
′)) for
some s ∈ S. Thus, we require that the observation of
πp(λ(s, x̄
′)) could not have been made if some different
prefix x̄′′ = x1 . . . xi of x̄ had been applied from a state
s′. Further, we require this condition to hold for all
of the states from which x̄ might be applied and for
all 1 ≤ j < m. The following formalises the above
intuition.
Definition 2.6. Input sequence x̄ = x1 . . . xm is
controllable for state set S′ of FSM M if for all s, s′ ∈
S′ and distinct prefixes x̄′, x̄′′ of x̄ we have that if
x̄′ = x1 . . . xj for 1 ≤ j < m and xj+1 ∈ Xp for
port p then πp(λ(s, x̄
′)) 6= πp(λ(s′, x̄′′)). Further, x̄ is
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controllable for M if it is controllable for state set S.
When an input sequence x̄ is applied to an FSM,
the FSM produces outputs. If we are testing from
a single-port FSM and x̄ leads to different outputs
when applied from different states of M , then x̄ can
be used to identify the states of M . State identification
is important, not only for distinguishing the states of
an M , but also for deriving test sequences from M .
There are a number of approaches to distinguishing
states of a single–port FSM and it has been shown that
distinguishing sequences (DSs) have the advantage of
leading to shorter test sequences [37].
There are two types of DSs, adaptive distinguishing
sequences (ADSs) and preset distinguishing sequences
(PDSs). An ADS can be seen as being a decision tree
where the choice of next input depends on the output
that has been observed. Recently Hierons and Türker
investigate the problem of deriving controllable ADSs
from a multi-port FSM. They proved that controllable
ADS existence is PSPACE-Hard [39] but left decidability
open.
For single-port FSMs a PDS is an input sequence
that leads to a different output sequence for each state:
the tester applies this input sequence and observes
the resultant output sequence. One of the benefits of
using a PDS is that testing need not be adaptive, with
this allowing the use of a simpler test infrastructure.
While many test tools support adaptive testing, the
additional computation required in adaptive testing
can be problematic when there are timing constraints
(see, for example, [48]). To obtain such benefits in
distributed testing we require that the local testers do
not have to be adaptive.
Example 1. Consider the input sequence x̄ =
x1x1x2, in which x1 is input at port 1 and x2 is input at
port 2. Further, let us suppose that x̄ is applied from a
state set S′ = {s1, s2, s3} such that from s1 we should
obtain the trace σ1 = x1/〈o1,−〉 x1/〈o1, o2〉 x2/〈o1,−〉
(Figure 3a), from s2 we should obtain the trace σ2 =
x1/〈o1,−〉 x1/〈o1, o2〉 x2/〈o′1,−〉 (Figure 3b) and from
s3 we should obtain the trace σ3 = x1/〈o1, o′2〉x1/〈o1, o′2
〉 x2/〈o1,−〉 (Figure 3c). Here we have that in σ1 and
σ2 the tester at port 2 applies input x2 after observing
o2 and in σ3 the tester at port 2 applies input x2 after
observing o′2o
′
2. Thus, although x1x1x2 is a fixed input
sequence that causes no controllability problems for S′
and distinguishes the states from S′, its application
requires the tester at port 2 to be adaptive and thus
it cannot be applied using local testers that are not
adaptive.
In order for a controllable global input sequence x̄ to
not require the local testers to be adaptive, given port
p we will require that the observations made at p before
an input x at p are identical for all states in S′: the
tester at p thus simply waits for this local trace to be
observed before applying x.
Definition 2.7. A global input sequence x̄ that
is controllable for set S′ of states of FSM M is a
controllable PDS for S′ if and only if the following hold:
1. Given states s, s′ ∈ S′ with s 6= s′, if σ and σ′
are the global traces that result from applying x̄ in
states s and s′ respectively then σ 6∼ σ′.
2. Given states s, s′ ∈ S′ with s 6= s′, if σ and σ′
are the global traces that result from applying x̄ in
states s and s′ respectively then for all ports p we
have that the longest prefixes of πp(σ) and πp(σ
′)
that end in an input are identical.
When this holds, each local tester follows a fixed
pattern until its last input has been supplied and then
it simply observes any further output. As a result,
the local testers do not have to be adaptive. We now
consider the problem of generating such controllable
PDSs.
3. GENERATING A CONTROLLABLE PDS
In this section we explore the problem of deciding
whether an FSM has a controllable PDS and investigate
problems associated with controllable PDSs. Initially
we prove that the general problem is undecidable, by
relating it to the undecidable Post Correspondence
Problem. In practice, there are likely to be upper
bounds on the length of a PDS that is useful. We thus
also explore bounded PDS existence; the upper bound
naturally makes the problem decidable.
It is known that the problem of determining whether
there is an input sequence that distinguishes two
states is undecidable even if we are testing from a
deterministic FSM [18]. However, this work did not
restrict attention to controllable input sequences and,
indeed, it is possible to determine in polynomial time
whether there is a controllable input sequence that
distinguishes two states of a deterministic FSM [17]. We
consider controllable PDSs and show that the existence
of a controllable PDS is undecidable. We show this by
a reduction from the undecidable Post Correspondence
Problem.
Definition 3.1. Post’s Correspondence Problem
(PCP) is to decide, for sequences α1, α2, . . . , αb and
β1, β2, . . . , βb, whether there is a sequence a1a2 . . . aj
of indices in [1..b] such that αa1αa2 . . . αaj =
βa1βa2 . . . βaj .
The following takes an instance α1, α2, . . . , αb,
β1, β2, . . . , βb of the PCP and constructs an FSM
M where there is a controllable PDS for M if and
only if there is a solution to this instance of the
PCP. In the construction, m is the maximum of
the lengths of the sequences that define this instance
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each 1 ≤ i ≤ b there is a corresponding input xi. In
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2 the input of xi a total of m times leads to




4 we instead get
output sequence βi. These output sequences are sent
to port 2. M is constructed so that a PDS must start
with an input init at port 0 that takes it to one of
s1, s2, s3, s4, must then apply some xi a total ofm times,
then apply some xj m times etc. A PDS must finally
apply input x′ at port 2. The key point in the proof is
that, by the definition of a PDS, the final input of x′
can only occur if the sequences observed at port 2 are
identical and this is the case if and only if the PDS has
applied an input sequence init(xa1)
m(xa2)
m . . . (xaj )
m,
where xm denotes x repeated m times, that leads to
the same output sequences at port 2 from all of the
states. This is the case if and only if αa1αa2 . . . αaj =
βa1βa2 . . . βaj ; the sequence a1a2 . . . aj of indices defines
a solution to this instance of the PCP.
Theorem 3.1. Given FSM M with state set S,
checking the existence of a controllable PDS for S is
undecidable and this holds even if we restrict attention
to FSMs with three ports.
Proof. We will prove this by showing that any algorithm
that solves this problem can be used to solve Post’s
Correspondence Problem. Let us suppose that we have
an instance of PCP defined by sequences α1, α2, . . . , αb
and β1, β2, . . . , βb. We will now define an FSMM such
that there is a controllable PDS for the states of M if
and only if there is a solution to this instance of PCP.
Let m denote the length of the longest sequence
in α1, α2, . . . , αb, β1, β2, . . . , βb (ie. m = max{|α1|,
|α2|, . . . , |αb|, |β1|, |β2|, . . . , |βb|}). Within the state set
S of M we will include S′ = {s1, s2, s3, s4} and special
states {s?, se} and so S′ ∪ {s?, se} ⊆ S.
The FSM has three ports P = {0, 1, 2}. The input
and output alphabets of port 0 are X0 = {init},
Y0 = {∅} ∪ S respectively. For every state si in
S \ S′ we introduce a transition labelled with init/ <
si, start, ε > that ends in s1. Thus, with input init the
tester at port 0 can identify the state if the FSM was
in a state from S \ S′. If M receives input init when
in a state from S′ then there is no change in state and
output < ε, start, ε > is produced.
For all 1 ≤ j ≤ b there is an input xj at port
1. With input xj state s? produces empty output
(< ε, ε, ε >) and goes to state se. With input xj
state se produces empty output and loops. Thus, an
input sequence starting with xj cannot distinguish se
and s? and so a PDS for M cannot start with an xj .
We will structure transitions labelled by inputs from
port 1 such that a sequence of m consecutive inputs
of xj at port 1 leads to output sequence αj at port
2 from states s1, s
′
1 and s2, s
′
2 and output sequence
βj at port 2 from states s3, s
′
3 and s4, s
′
4. This can
be achieved since m = max{|α1|, |α2|, . . . , |αb|, |β1|,
|β2|, . . . , |βb|}. The first such sequence takes states








4 respectively and after that
these input sequences lead to cycles. If we only apply
such sequences then we do not distinguish s1 from s2
and we also do not distinguish s3 from s4.
If an input sequence from {x1, x2, . . . , xb}∗ is not in
(xm1 +x
m
2 + . . .+x
m
b )
∗ (is not a sequence of m instances
of some xa1 followed by m instances of some xa2 etc.)
then the si are all taken to state se. It is straightforward
to add transitions that achieve this; such transitions
are added to the states other than the s′i in a cycle
(from s′i) whose transitions all have label xj (some xj).
The transitions added all have the same output and this
ensures that, from the observation above, if (after init)
we apply an input sequence in {x1, x2, . . . , xb}∗ that is
not in (xm1 +x
m
2 + . . .+x
m
b )
∗ then we cannot distinguish
s1 from s2 and we also cannot distinguish s3 from s4.
We have input x′ at port 2. From state s′j , 1 ≤ j ≤ 4,
the input of x′ at port 2 leads to output sj at port 0 and
M moves to the state se. From all other states input x
′
takes M to se with no outputs at any port.
Note that a PDS for M must begin with input init
at port 0 (since this is the only way of distinguishing se
and s?) and this leads to all the states except states in
set S′ being distinguished at port 0. As a result of the
difference in output at port 0, init cannot be applied
again in a controllable PDS.
From the above we can conclude that a (minimal)
controllable PDS must end in input x′ and must
precede this with an input sequence in the form
init xma1x
m
a2 . . . x
m
aj and the output sequence at port 2
must be the following:
• From states s1 and s2 the sequence
start αa1αa2 . . . αaj
• From states s3 and s4 the sequence
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FIGURE 4: Example FSM M
start βa1βa2 . . . βaj .
This initial input sequence of the form init xma1x
m
a2 . . .
xmaj distinguishes all states except those in S
′. By the
definition of a controllable PDS, we require there to be
a common sequence of outputs at port 2 before x′ is
applied and so we require that start αa1αa2 . . . αaj =
start βa1βa2 . . . βaj . There is thus an input sequence
that has the required properties, and so defines a
controllable PDS, if and only if there is a solution to
the given instance of PCP. The result therefore follows
from the PCP being undecidable.
We can adapt the proof to show that the existence
of a controllable PDS for a subset of states S′ ⊆ S is
undecidable for FSMs with two ports. To prove this we
simply construct an FSMM′ fromM by dropping port
0 and taking S′ = {s1, s2, s3, s4}.
Corollary 3.1. Given FSM M and a state set
S′ ⊆ S, checking the existence of a controllable PDS
for state set S′ is undecidable and this holds even if we
restrict attention to FSMs with two ports.
Recall that checking the existence of a PDS is a
decidable problem when a single-port FSM is under
consideration [40]. Hence one may wonder why such a
complexity jump exists. We observe that this negative
result is due to what we call “unsplitting”. The
unsplitting issue is that, as a result of observability
problems, it is possible to have the situation in which
an input sequence x̄ distinguishes two states of M but
some extension x̄x of x̄ does not.
Example 2. Consider the FSM in Figure 4 and input
sequence x1x2. The local traces from different states at
port 1 are as follows: x1o1 from s1, x1o1o1 from s2,
x1o
′
1o1 from s3, and x1o
′
1 from s4. Note that each trace
is different and so the tester at port 1 can distinguish
the states. However, let us suppose that for testing
purposes we need to concatenate the input sequence
x1x2 with input x2 to form x1x2x2. The local traces
at port 1 are now: x1o1o1 from s1, x1o1o1o1 from s2,
x1o
′
1o1 from s3, and x1o
′
1o1 from s4. The local traces at
port 1 from states s3 and s4 are now indistinguishable.
As a result, we cannot apply techniques that maintain
a partition of the set of states of M (identifying which
have not yet been distinguished) and refine the partition
whenever a new input is chosen.
It has been shown that for a given FSM M and a
port p ∈ P it is possible to construct a controllable
input sequence, that distinguishes two states of M ,
in polynomial time and this sequence has length at
most k(n − 2) + 1 [17]. Such a sequence is called a
separating sequence. Therefore, one can use separating
sequences of length k(n − 2) + 1 to distinguish states.
Since we require at most n − 1 separating sequences
to pairwise distinguish all of the states of M , the sum
of the lengths of the separating sequences is at most
` = (n − 1)(k(n − 2) + 1). In practice one might use
such a value ` as an upper bound on the length of any
controllable preset distinguishing sequence x̄ used; if
there is no controllable PDS with length less than `
then one instead uses a set of separating sequences, of
this total length, that distinguish the states of M . This
leads to the following problem
Definition 3.2. The Bounded PDS problem is to
decide whether there is a controllable PDS x̄ for a given
FSM M such that the length of the PDS is not more
than ` ∈ Z>0.
We will show that when we limit the length of a PDS,
we can decide whether the underlying FSM possesses
a controllable PDS. It is known that for single-
port FSMs the shortest PDSs can be exponentially
long [40]. Clearly, this result also holds for FSMs.
On the other hand, as stated above, the length of
a separating sequence is bounded by a polynomial
function. Therefore, we will consider the general
bounded PDS problem and the case where the bound
is a polynomial function of the size of the FSM
under consideration. We use the following result
regarding PDSs from [39], which is immediate from the
corresponding result for single-port FSMs [40].
Lemma 3.1. Given a single-port FSM M in
which no transition produces empty output, checking
the existence of a preset distinguishing sequence is
PSPACE-Complete.
Proposition 3.1. Given an FSM M , checking
the existence of a controllable PDS with length at
most ` that distinguishes all of the states of M is
PSPACE-Hard. In addition, this result still holds if we
restrict attention to FSMs that have two ports.
Proof. Assume that we have been given a single-port
FSM M1 = (S, s0, X, Y, δ, λ) such that all of the
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transitions of M1 have non-empty output. We will
construct an FSM M that has two ports 1 and 2. The
state set of M will be S and the initial state will be s0.
Port 1 will have input alphabet X1 = X and output
alphabet Y1 = ∅. Port 2 will have input alphabet
X2 = ∅ and output alphabet Y2 = Y . Given state s
and input x such that δ(s, x) = s′ and λ(s, x) = y, we
will include in M the transition from s to s′ that has
input x ∈ X1 and produces output 〈ε, y〉.
Now consider controllable PDSs for M . First observe
that all input sequences are controllable. In addition,
since no output is produced at port 1, the restriction
that no input can follow a difference in output is always
satisfied. Thus, we can consider all input sequences.
Finally, an input sequence distinguishes two states of
M if and only if it distinguishes two states of M1. Thus,
an input sequence is a controllable PDS for M if and
only if it is a PDS for M1. We set ` = 2
n−1, which is a
known upper bound on the length of the shortest PDS
for a single-port FSM [49]. Thus, M1 has a PDS if and
only if M has a controllable PDS of length at most `
and so the result follows from Lemma 3.1.
Now we can show that an algorithm that uses
exponential space can decide the bounded PDS
problem.
Proposition 3.2. Given an FSM M , checking the
existence of a controllable PDS of length ` is in
EXPSPACE.
Proof. A non-deterministic Turing machine can guess
an input sequence x̄ of length ` and it can compute
and store each λ(s, x̄) in space that is polynomial in
`. In order to check that x̄ is controllable the Turing
machine can simply compare prefixes of the sequences
of the form λ(s, x̄): there are controllability problems if
there are prefixes σ and σ′ of such traces with different
lengths that have the same projection at a port p such
that after σ and σ′ the behaviour of the tester at p
differs (the tester at p cannot distinguish between these
cases). This can be checked in time that is polynomial
in terms of `. Finally, the Turing machine can check
in time that is polynomial in terms of ` whether x̄ is
a PDS. Thus, a non-deterministic Turing machine can
check whether a guess x̄ is a controllable PDS in space
that is polynomial in terms of ` and so exponential in
terms of the representation of ` (that takes O(log2 `)
space). The problem is therefore in non-deterministic
EXPSPACE. Finally, using Savitch’s Theorem [50] we
know that a deterministic Turing machine can also solve
the problem in exponential space. We therefore have
that the problem is in EXPSPACE.
Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 give the following.
Theorem 3.2. Given an FSM M and a bound `,
deciding whether there is a controllable PDS of length
` for M is in EXPSPACE and is PSPACE-Hard. This
holds even if we restrict attention to FSMs with two
ports.
As noted before, instead of using a PDS we could use
a set containing controllable separating sequences and
we have a polynomial upper bound on the sum of the
lengths of the sequences in such a set. Thus, in practice
we are likely to have a polynomial upper bound on the
length of PDSs in which we are interested.
Proposition 3.3. Given an FSM M with n states
and function f , that is bounded above by a polynomial,
deciding whether there is a controllable PDS of length
at most ` = f(n) is in NP.
Proof. A non-deterministic Turing Machine can guess
an input sequence x̄ = x1 . . . xj of length at most `
and can then generate the corresponding set Tr =
{x̄/λ(s, x̄)|s ∈ S} of traces in polynomial time. It is
then sufficient for the Turing Machine to check that:
a) x̄ is controllable for M ; and b) x̄ is a PDS for
M . In order to decide whether x̄ is controllable for
M it is sufficient to compare the prefixes of traces in
Tr; if two prefixes have the same projection at port
p then the action of the local tester at p must be
the same after each. Since the size of Tr is bounded
above by a polynomial in n, this can be checked in
polynomial time. In order to check whether x̄ is a
PDS we first check whether there are states s 6= s′ such
that traces x̄/λ(s, x̄) and x̄/λ(s′, x̄) have the same set
of projections on the ports and this can be achieved
in polynomial time. Finally, we need to check that
if the ith input xi in x̄ is at port p then for all
s 6= s′ we have that πp(x1 . . . xi−1/λ(s, x1 . . . xi−1)) =
πp(x1 . . . xi−1/λ(s
′, x1 . . . xi−1)) and again this can be
checked in polynomial time. Thus, a non-deterministic
Turing Machine can solve the problem in polynomial
time and so the problem is in NP.
We now prove that the problem is NP-Hard, using a
reduction from the Bounded PCP.
Definition 3.3. The Bounded Post’s Correspon-
dence Problem (BPCP) is to decide, for sequences
α1, α2, . . . , αb and β1, β2, . . . , βb and K ≤ b, whether
there is a sequence a1a2 . . . aj of indices in [1..b] such
that j ≤ K and αa1αa2 . . . αaj = βa1βa2 . . . βaj .
It is known that the Bounded Post’s Correspondence
Problem is NP-complete [51].
We can use the construction, given in the proof
of Theorem 3.1, to define an FSM M in terms of
α1, α2, . . . , αb and β1, β2, . . . , βb. Recall that in this
construction m is the length of the longest sequence
in α1, α2, . . . , αb, β1, β2, . . . , βb. From the proof of
Theorem 3.1, we know that an input sequence x̄ is a
controllable PDS for M if and only if x̄ is of the form
init xma1x
m
a2 . . . x
m
aj followed by x
′ for some a1a2 . . . aj
such that αa1αa2 . . . αaj = βa1βa2 . . . βaj . Thus,M has
a controllable PDS of length at most mK + 2 if and
only if there is a solution to the corresponding instance
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of the BPCP. In principle, to use this we require the
upper bound to be a polynomial in terms of the number
of states ofM. However, this can be achieve by making
the following small changes.






4 and rename states
















i ≤ K, such that the input of an xj a total of















respectively (0 ≤ i < K). Naturally, output









3. The input of x′ in sij leads to output sj (1 ≤ j ≤ 4,
0 < i ≤ K).









sK1 with fixed output.
5. If required, states are added so that the number
of states exceeds mK + 2. These states are all
distinguished from every other state by the initial
input of init.
The first three changes essentially ‘unfold’ the cycle,






4 of M. The fourth change ensures
that an input sequence of the form xma1x
m
a2 . . . x
m
aj can
only be a controllable PDS if j ≤ K. This ensures that
the resultant FSM has a controllable PDS if and only
if it has a PDS that corresponds to a solution to the
given instance of the BPCP. The last step ensures that
we can use the number of states of the FSM as an upper
bound. We therefore have the following result.
Proposition 3.4. Given an FSM M with n states
and function f , that is bounded above by a polynomial,
deciding whether there is a controllable PDS of length
at most ` = f(n) is NP-Hard.
We therefore have the following result.
Theorem 3.3. Given an FSM M with n states and
function f , that is bounded above by a polynomial,
deciding whether there is a controllable PDS of length
at most ` = f(n) is NP-Complete.
This is a relatively positive result: it shows that
if we restrict attention to the usual case (we have a
polynomial upper bound on the length of a useful PDS)
then the existence problem is NP-Complete. As far as we
are aware there is no corresponding result for single-port
FSMs but clearly the general bounded case for single-
port FSMs is PSPACE-Complete.
In the following section we consider the problem of
PDS generation for a class of FSMs that we call C-
FSMs.
FIGURE 5: A simple C-FSM.
4. PDS GENERATION: A SPECIAL CASE
In this section we prove that the PDS existence problem
is decidable for a special class of FSMs. In this class of
FSMs, if the input of x leads to no output at port p
for some state of an FSM M then the input of x leads
to no output at p for all states of M . This can be
seen as imposing a fixed pattern on the communication
that occurs between the testers at the ports through
interacting with M . Below (Proposition 4.2) we prove
that if an FSM is in this class of FSMs then an input
sequence is controllable for a state s if and only if it
is controllable for all non-empty sets of states; this
simplifies the reasoning regarding controllability. We
also prove (Proposition 4.3) that this class of FSMs does
not suffer from observability problems. We then show
that the FSM M can be mapped to a canonical FSM
χPmin(M), with PDSs being generated from χ
P
min(M).
This allows us to derive an upper bound on the length
of a shortest PDS (Lemma 4.1), with decidability being
a consequence of this.
An example of such an FSM is given in Figure 5.
Definition 4.1. An FSM M = (P, S, s0, X, Y, δ, λ)
is said to be consistent if for all s, s′ ∈ S, x ∈ X, and
p ∈ P, πp(λ(s, x)) = ε implies that πp(λ(s′, x)) = ε.
We will call an FSM that is consistent a C-FSM. We
now discuss the practical relevance of C-FSMs.
First, for an FSM M = (P, S, s0, X, Y, δ, λ) and
a subset of input alphabet X ′ ⊆ X, let M |X′ be
the restriction of M to the transitions with inputs
in X ′. Formally, M |X′ is the FSM M |X′ =
(P, S, s0, X ′, Y, δ′, λ′) where δ′(s, x) = δ(s, x) and
λ′(s, x) = λ(s, x) for x ∈ X ′. Even if an FSM M is
not a C-FSM, there may exist a subset of inputs X ′
such that M |X′ is a C-FSM. In such cases, the results
given for C-FSMs apply to M |X′ and hence to M .
Second, we might obtain a C-FSM if we fix the
configuration of a system. Consider, for example,
Mobile Multiplayer Game Protocols [52, 53]. These
might include the following.
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1. MakeMove: a client applies an input (which
encapsulates their move) to the server and none
of the clients receive an output.
2. Message: a client sends an input (which
encapsulates a message) and the server issues
outputs (messages) to the friends (team members)
only.
3. Stat: a client sends an input (which encapsulates a
message) and the server supplies the output which
encapsulates stat. info (inventory, life, etc) only to
the friends (team members).
4. AddUSer: a client sends an input (which
encapsulates a request) to the server and only the
server receives this message and returns output
(success/failure) to the client.
5. JoinGame: a client sends an input (which
encapsulates a message) and the server sends an
output to all players when the new player is
successfully added to the game.
In the above, transitions corresponding to a single
input lead to the same pattern of communication
irrespective of state as long as we fix the users and the
set of friends for each user.
Third, if we consider now Heterogeneous Distributed
Computing (HDC) [54], we also find that some
procedures can be represented by C-FSMs. Given a task
and a set of physically distributed computers (slaves)
each of which have separate storages (buckets), a HDC
server aims to distribute tasks to the buckets of slaves,
so that slaves do computation [55]. One well known
example that uses this protocol is Generating Large
Prime Numbers (see, for example, [56]).
HDC recognises the fact that the slaves in the
distributed system may differ in their capabilities
through, for example, some having faster clock cycles,
GPUs, larger memory capacity, bigger disk farms,
printers and other peripherals. Thus the HDC server
may form groups of slaves such that two slaves are in
the same group if they have identical properties. It
is possible to select a group of slaves for a particular
task type using specification strings. For example in
the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) specification
string m1.large refers to systems with 7.5GB of RAM,
2 virtual cores, 850 GB of Hard Disk, on a 64-bit
platforms [57]. In [58] extensions of specification strings
are discussed.
The server may also form task-group matching such
that task types are mapped to groups if they can process
instances of these task types [54, 59]. Afterwards, the
HDC server distributes work to the slaves [54, 60].
A simple abstract scenario for HDC hence might
be as follows: assume that we have groups of slaves
G1 = {pc1, pc3, . . .}, G2 = {pck, pcl, . . .}, . . . Gk =
{pcm, pcn, . . .} such that two slaves reside in a group
if they share identical properties (note that Gi can be
thought of as a specification string for the slaves in set
Gi). We have a set of task types {T1, T2, T3, . . . Tp} and
we let GTi be the set of tasks that can be assigned
to slaves in Gi (1 ≤ i ≤ m). Clearly, such a
system is complex and the procedures used by such a
system cannot be represented by a C-FSM. However, as
discussed in [58, 61, 62] in such a system usually slaves
monitor their buckets and when a task request arrives,
slaves start executing the task. In order to achieve this
the server might use the following procedures.
1. PutConcurrentWork Spec. String: the
server sends an input (identical tasks) to a group
of slaves designated by the specification string.
2. PutWork Spec. String: the server sends an
input (a vector of tasks) to a group of slaves
designated by the specification string.
3. NoWork Spec. String: the server sends an
input (message) to a group of slaves, designated
by the specification string, declaring that there is
no suitable work for the group.
Therefore procedures like NoWork, PutWork
and PutConcurrentWork will execute through
restricted communication patterns. However, let us
suppose that task types and groups of slaves have been
chosen such that {GT1, . . . , GTm} is a partition of the
set of task types: given a task type Ti there is only
one Gj to which Ti can be allocated. Further, let us
suppose that when a task or vector of tasks is allocated
to a group it is allocated to all slaves in that group.
Now, if the server asks slaves to execute a task from
T3, for example, then it will contact the same set of
slaves, irrespective of the actual task, and so the server
issues the procedure call PutConcurrentWork G1 with
its data (assuming T3 ∈ GT1). If we extend the inputs
so that they include the specification string that defines
the task type then the above operations define a C-
FSM.
This example included two approaches that helped
us model a system as a C-FSM. First, we restricted
the scenario so that, for example, the {GT1, . . . , GTm}
is a partition of the set of task types. Second,
we extended the set of inputs by introducing several
‘variants’ of an input with each variant being defined
by a specification string that represents a set of values
for some input parameter. The situation here is
that while an input (operation name) x does not
have a fixed communication pattern, it does have a
fixed communication pattern if we choose a particular
specification string. In principle, we could have one
input for each possible parameter value for x but we
obtain a smaller model if, as above, we group together
parameter values that lead to the same communication
pattern.
C-FSMs have the following important properties, the
first two relating to controllability.
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Proposition 4.1. Given distinct states s and s′ of
C-FSM M , if input sequence x̄ is controllable from state
s then x̄ is controllable from s′.
Proof. Let us suppose that x̄ = x1x2 . . . xr, trace x1/y1





2 . . . xr/y
′
r labels a walk from state s
′. By
definition, x̄ is controllable from s if and only if for
all 1 < i ≤ r we have that if port(xi) = p then
πp(xi−1/yi−1) 6= ε. But since M is a C-FSM, this is
the case if and only if for all 1 < i ≤ r we have that
if port(xi) = p then πp(xi−1/y
′
i−1) 6= ε. By definition,
this is the case if and only if x̄ is controllable from s′
and so the result follows.
We can extend this result to a set of states.
Proposition 4.2. Given C-FSM M with state set
S, state s ∈ S and set S′ ⊆ S of states of M , if input
sequence x̄ is controllable from s then x̄ is controllable
from S′.
Proof. Let us suppose that x̄ = x1x2 . . . xr and trace
x1/y1 x2/y2 . . . xr/yr labels a walk from state s. By the
definition of controllability, we require to prove that
for all si, sj ∈ S′ and proper prefixes x̄i and x̄j of x̄
with |x̄i| ≤ |x̄j | and |x̄i| < r, if port(xi+1) = p then
(πp(λ(si, x̄i)) = πp(λ(sj , x̄j))) =⇒ (x̄i = x̄j). Since M
is a C-FSM, πp(λ(si, x̄i)) = πp(λ(sj , x̄j)) implies that
there are no inputs or outputs at p in the subsequence
xi+1/yi+1 xi+2/yi+2 . . . xj/yj of x1/y1 x2/y2 . . . xr/yr.
Since x̄ is controllable from s and the input xj+1 is at
port p, we have that xi+1/yi+1 xi+2/yi+2 . . . xj/yj = ε
and so x̄i = x̄j as required.
The following relates to observability problems.
Proposition 4.3. Given C-FSM M , states s and s′
of M , and input sequence x̄, if λ(s, x̄) 6= λ(s′, x̄) then
there is some port p such that πp(λ(s, x̄)) 6= πp(λ(s′, x̄)).
Proof. Let x̄′ be the shortest prefix of x̄ such that
λ(s, x̄′) 6= λ(s′, x̄′). Then x̄′ = x̄′′x for some
x ∈ X and by the minimality of x̄′ we have that
λ(s, x̄′′) = λ(s′, x̄′′). Since λ(s, x̄′) 6= λ(s′, x̄′),
λ(δ(s, x̄′′), x) 6= λ(δ(s′, x̄′′), x). Thus, there must be
some port p such that πp(λ(s, x̄
′)) 6= πp(λ(s′, x̄′)).
But if x̄ = x̄′x̄′′′ then since M is a C-FSM we know
that πp(λ(δ(s, x̄
′), x̄′′′)) and πp(λ(δ(s, x̄
′), x̄′′′)) contain
the same number of outputs and so πp(λ(s, x̄)) 6=
πp(λ(s
′, x̄)) as required.
In other words, for a given C-FSM when an input
sequence x̄ ‘globally distinguishes’ states s, s′ of M then
x̄ also ‘locally distinguishes’ the states s, s′ of M .
We can therefore conclude that when testing from
C-FSMs there are no observability problems and an
input sequence is controllable for a state if and only
if it is controllable for all non-empty sets of states. It
will transpire that these properties simplify the PDS
existence problem.
In the following we use a canonical FSM [33]. A
canonical FSM (χPmin(M)) of a C-FSM M with respect
to port p is an FSM that captures only the controllable
walks of M . In other words, by considering walks of
χPmin(M), we avoid controllability problems. We will
show that by the virtue of Proposition 4.3, using the
canonical FSM χPmin(M) of M will allow us to avoid
controllability and observability problems.
The construction of the FSM χPmin(M) uses ideas
from [63]. Given FSM M , the canonical FSM χPmin(M)
is constructed in two steps. First we construct a partial4
FSM χmin(M), second we construct χ
P
min(M).
The partial FSM χmin(M) = (P, Smin, s′0, X,
Y, δmin, λmin), is constructed as described in [33]. The
first step is to reveal the adjacent transitions that can
be followed without raising a controllability problem.
In order to do this, we first construct the Arrive and
Depart lists which are defined as follows:
Let T be the set of transitions of M .
• Departp(si) = {(si, sj , x/y) ∈ T |x ∈ Xp} is the set
of transitions from si whose input is at p.
• ArriveP (si) = {(sj , si, x/y) ∈ T |ports(x/y) = P}
is the set of transitions ending at si that involve
the set P of ports.
For each si ∈ S and P ⊆ P there can be vertex sPi
representing the situation in which the state is si and
the next input must be at a port in P (since otherwise
there will be a controllability problem).
The set Smin of states of χmin(M) is defined by the
following.
1. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and P ⊆ P, sPi ∈ Smin if
ArriveP (si) 6= ∅.
2. State sP0 is in Smin and s
P
0 is the initial state of
χmin(M).
The state sP0 represents the situation before testing
starts: the SUT is in the initial state and, since
no inputs have been applied, the first input can be
applied at any port without causing a controllability
problem. The set Tmin of transitions of χmin(M) (and
so the functions δmin and λmin) is defined by, for
each transition t = (si, sj , x/y) ∈ T and sPi ∈ Smin
with port(x) ∈ P , including in Tmin the transition
(sPi , s
Pt
j , x/y) where Pt = ports(x/y). As an example,
consider the FSM M given in Figure 5. The Arrive and
Depart lists for FSM M are given in Table 1 and the
canonical FSM χmin(M) is given in Figure 6b.
The following results are known [33].
Proposition 4.4. For each controllable walk ρ̄ in M
that starts at s0, there is a unique controllable walk ρ̄
′
in χmin(M) that starts at s
P
0 such that ρ̄ and ρ̄
′ have
the same label.
4An FSM is partial if there is at least one state s and input x
such that the response to x when in state s is not specified.
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Depart1(s1) (s1, s1, x1/ < ε, o
′
2 >) Arrive
1,2(s1) (s1, s1, x1/ < ε, o
′
2 >)
Depart2(s1) (s1, s2, x2/ < o1, ε >) Arrive
1,2(s1) (s3, s1, x2/ < o1, ε >)
Depart1(s2) (s2, s3, x1/ < ε, o2 >) Arrive
1,2(s2) (s1, s2, x2/ < o1, ε >)
Depart2(s2) (s2, s2, x2/ < o
′
1, ε >) Arrive
1,2(s2) (s2, s2, x2/ < o
′
1, ε >)
Depart1(s3) (s3, s3, x1/ < ε, o2 >) Arrive
1,2(s3) (s2, s3, x1/ < ε, o2 >)
Depart2(s3) (s3, s1, x2/ < o1, ε >) Arrive
1,2(s3) (s3, s3, x1/ < ε, o2 >)
TABLE 1: Arrive and Depart lists for FSM M given in Figure 5.
Proposition 4.5. For each walk ρ̄′ in χmin(M) that
starts at sP0 , there is a unique controllable walk ρ̄ in M
that starts at s0 such that ρ̄ and ρ̄
′ have the same label.
The final step is to create a completely specified
FSM χPmin(M) = (P, S
p





for each state s and port p there is a state s{p}; this will
allow us to explore controllable PDSs that start with
input at p. This is achieved by applying the following
to χmin(M).
1. For every state s of M such that s{p} is not in Smin.
(a) Add the state s{p}.
(b) For every input x at p, if si = δ(s, x) and y =
λ(s, x) then add the transition (s{p}, sPi , x/y)
such that P = ports(x/y).
2. For every input x and state s ∈ Smin such that
there is no transition from s with input x, add a
self-loop transition from s to s with input x and
output ε at all ports.
The completely specified canonical machine χPmin(M)
of M is given in Figure 6b. We can now show how
controllable PDS construction for M relates to PDS
construction for χPmin(M). Note that we require a
particular type of PDS for χPmin(M): since a PDS will
be applied by distributed testers we require that the
trace before we apply an input at p has fixed projection
at p (see Definition 2.7). In the following, a PDS for
χPmin(M) is said to be non-redundant if it does not lead
to the execution of any of the self-loops added to make
χPmin(M) completely-specified. In the following, given
an input sequence x̄ of length ` and i ≤ ` we let x̄i
denote the prefix of x̄ that has length i.
Proposition 4.6. An input sequence x̄ is a control-
lable PDS that starts with input at p for set S′ =
{s1, s2 . . . , sr} ⊆ S of states of M if and only if x̄ is a
non-redundant PDS for set S′′ = {s{p}1 , s
{p}
2 , . . . , s
{p}
r }
of states of χPmin(M) such that for all 1 < i ≤ |x̄|,
if xi ∈ Xq then for all s{p}i , s
{p}










Proof. First let us suppose that x̄ is a controllable PDS
for S′ = {s1, s2, . . . , sr} that starts with input at p.
Since x̄ is controllable, the label of the walk in M from
si that has input portion x̄ is the same as the label of
the walk in χPmin(M) from s
{p}
i that has input portion
x̄. Thus, since x̄ distinguishes the states in S′ it also
distinguishes the states in S′′. Further, since x̄ is a
controllable PDS for S′, by definition for all 1 < i ≤ |x̄|,
if xi ∈ Xq then for all s{p}i , s
{p}









j , x̄i−1)). Finally,
since x̄ is controllable in M , it is non-redundant in
χPmin(M) and so the result holds.
Now let us suppose that x̄ is a non-redundant PDS
for set S′′ = {s{p}1 , s
{p}
2 , . . . , s
{p}
r } of states of χPmin(M)





j ∈ S′′ we have that πq(λPmin(s
{p}










min(M) that has input portion x̄ is
the same as the label of the walk from si in M that has
input portion x̄. Thus, x̄ distinguishes the states in S′
and so, by Proposition 4.3, x̄ distinguishes the states
from S′ in distributed testing.
The definition of χPmin(M) uses sets of ports as
labels on states and this might appear to lead to
a combinatorial explosion. However, the number of
states of χPmin(M) is bounded above by the number
of transitions of M plus one (for the initial state) plus
an additional |S||P| states of the form s{p}. Let n be
the number of states, k be the number of ports and
m be the number of inputs of C-FSM M . Also let
nmin be the number of states of machine χ
P
min(M), then
nmin ≤ nk+nm+1. Thus, χPmin(M) can be constructed
in polynomial time.
We now present some definitions and observations
related to PDSs and then we give an upper bound on
the length of minimal controllable PDSs for C-FSMs5.
Given an input sequence x̄, we will let Bx̄ denote the
set of sets of ‘current states’ that can occur if we know
that x̄ has been applied from a state in S′′. Thus, if one
or more states in S′′ leads to output ȳ when x̄ is applied
then one of the sets in Bx̄ is the set of states that can be
reached from states in S′′ = {s{p}1 , . . . , s
{p}
n } by walks
with label x̄/ȳ (the set {δPmin(s{p}, x̄)|λPmin(s{p}, x̄) =
ȳ}). More formally, we have that Bx̄ = {{δPmin(s{p}, x̄)|
λPmin(s
{p}, x̄) = ȳ}|∃s{p} ∈ S′′.ȳ = λPmin(s{p}, x̄)}.
While applying an input sequence x̄i, different states
of S′′ may produce different traces. This will lead to the
splitting of the set S′′ into smaller sets of states. On the
5This upper bound is used in the proof that the decision
problem is in PSPACE; it seems likely that smaller upper bounds
can be found but that is not a concern here.
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FIGURE 6: Canonical forms of FSM given in Figure 5
other hand if a state s{p} produces a different output
trace from all other states in set S′′ \ {s{p}} then s{p}
is distinguished from states S′′ \ {s{p}}.
We use δPmin(B, x̄i) to denote the set Bx̄i . Clearly, the
application of a PDS x̄ from set S′′ will lead to a set
Bx̄ of cardinality n; each set is a singleton set. We now
give an upper bound on PDS length for C-FSMs.
Lemma 4.1. Given a C-FSM M with n states, k
ports, and m inputs, M has a controllable PDS if and
only if it has one of length at most n(nmin)
n where
nmin = nk + nm+ 1.
Proof. Consider the FSM χPmin(M) of M with set Smin
of states. Let S′′ = {s{p}1 , s
{p}
2 , . . . , s
{p}
n } and let x̄ be a
shortest PDS for state set S′′ of χPmin(M).
Now let us assume that S′′ = B, x̄ = x̄ax̄′xbx̄b
where x̄′ = x0x1 . . . x|x̄′| is a fragment of PDS x̄ such
that |δPmin(B, x̄a)| < |δPmin(B, x̄ax0)| = |δPmin(B, x̄ax̄′)|
< |δPmin(B, x̄ax̄′xb)|.
We will prove that for any distinct proper prefixes x̄′′,
x̄′′′ of x̄′ we have that δPmin(B, x̄ax̄′′) 6= δPmin(B, x̄ax̄′′′).
We will use proof by contradiction and assume that
there exist proper prefixes x̄′′, x̄′′′ of x̄′ such that δPmin
(B, x̄ax̄′′) = δPmin(B, x̄ax̄′′′) and |x̄′′| < |x̄′′′|.
Now let us suppose that x̄′′′ = x̄′′x̄0 and x̄
′ = x̄′′′x̄1 =
x̄′′x̄0x̄1. Since x̄ is a PDS for S
′′ we must have that
x̄1xbx̄b distinguishes any two states that are in the
same set in δPmin(B, x̄ax̄′′x̄0). From Propositions 4.2
and 4.3 we know that no walk of χPmin(M) causes
controllability and observability problems in M . Hence,
since δPmin(B, x̄ax̄′′) = δPmin(B, x̄ax̄′′x̄0), we can replace
x̄′ (which equals x̄′′x̄0x̄1) by x̄
′′x̄1 in x̄. But this leads
to a shorter controllable PDS, which contradicts the
minimality of x̄.
We can now note that the number of possible values
for a set Bx̄a is bounded above by the number of possible
mappings from the n states in S′′ to the states reached
from S′′ by x̄a. Since there are nmin possible values
that a state in S′′ can be mapped to, this gives an upper
bound of (nmin)
n. Further, Bx̄ initially contains only
one set and finally contains n sets and so there are at
most n− 1 points at which the size of Bx̄ increases. We
can therefore conclude that a minimal PDS can be seen
as being a sequence of at most n− 1 subsequences each
of length at most (nmin)
n. Moreover, Proposition 4.6
implies that x̄ is a PDS for state set S′′ of χPmin(M) if
and only if x̄ is a PDS for FSM M and so the result
follows.
Thus we conclude that PDS existence check for C-
FSM is decidable (it is sufficient to check all input
sequences of length at most n(nmin)
n).
Theorem 4.1. Given a C-FSM M , checking the
existence of a controllable PDS is decidable.
We will show that the problem is PSPACE-Complete.
First we define a nondeterministic Turing Machine T
that can decide the existence of a PDS for a state
set S′ of C-FSM M . T will apply inputs one at a
time and maintain a current set C of pairs of states
such that (s, s′) is in C if and only if s ∈ S′ and the
sequence of inputs received takes M from s to s′. T
also maintains an equivalence relation r defined by two
states s, s′′ ∈ S′ being related under r if and only if the
currently guessed input sequence x̄ does not distinguish
s and s′ (λ(s, x̄) = λ(s′′, x̄)). Finally, T maintains a
set of ports Pc from which an input can be supplied
(the ports where no differences in outputs have been
observed).
Clearly, these pieces of information can be updated
when a new input is received: after an input is guessed,
T updates the current set information, the equivalence
relation r and finally the set of ports (a port is removed
from Pc if the latest input leads to different outputs at
this port). Since the problem is to decide existence, T
does not need to store the sequence of previous inputs
received. Further, the input sequence received defines
a PDS for S′ if and only if no two different states from
S′ are related under r. We now prove that the PDS
problem is in PSPACE for C-FSMs.
Proposition 4.7. Given a C-FSM M , checking the
existence of a controllable PDS is in PSPACE.
Proof. We will show that a non-deterministic Turing
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Machine T can decide whether there is a PDS using
polynomial space. T will guess inputs one at a time.
It will maintain the set C of pairs of states, equivalence
relation r, the set of allowable ports Pc as described
above and this uses polynomial space.
In each iteration, the Turing Machine first guesses an
input x from a port in Pc. After guessing a new input x
and updating C, r, and Pc the machine checks whether
the input sequence received defines a PDS for S: this
is the case if and only if r relates no two different states
of S. Thus, if M has a PDS for S then T will find such
a PDS using polynomial space.
Consider the case where M does not have a PDS
for S: we require that the non-deterministic Turing
Machine terminates. In order to ensure this we use
the result that if C-FSM M has n states then M has
a PDS for S if and only if it has such a PDS with
length at most n(nmin)
n. T therefore includes a counter
that counts how many inputs have been received: the
machine terminates with failure if the counter exceeds
the upper bound. Therefore we need additional O(log2
(n(nmin)
n)) = O(n log2(nmin)) space for the counter
and so the space required is still polynomial.
We have defined a non-deterministic Turing Machine
that requires only polynomial space in order to solve
the problem and so the problem is in nondeterministic
PSPACE. We can now use Savitch’s Theorem [50],
which tells us that a problem is in PSPACE if and only
if it is in non-deterministic PSPACE, and the result
follows.
Thus we conclude that deciding whether a given C-
FSM has a PDS is PSPACE-Complete.
Theorem 4.2. Given a C-FSM M , checking the
existence of a controllable PDS is PSPACE-Complete.
Proof. First observe that the reduction presented in
Proposition 3.1 generates a C-FSM. Thus we know that
deciding whether an FSM has a controllable PDS is
PSPACE-Hard. Consequently Propositions 3.1 and 4.7
together imply that the problem is PSPACE-Complete.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Many algorithms for automatically generating test
sequences from a single-port FSM M use input
sequences that distinguish the states of M and several
such automated test generation algorithms use PDSs.
This paper has extended the concepts of PDSs to
distributed testing. We explored the problem of
deciding whether a multi-port FSM has a PDS, proving
that this problem is generally undecidable. We also
gave a class of multi-port FSMs (C-FSMs) for which the
existence of a PDS is decidable but PSPACE-Complete.
C-FSMs encapsulate a class of designs for which the
PDS problem is decidable; if a developer can design
a distributed system as a C-FSMs then this would
simplify testing. Multi-port FSMs were initially used
in the context of protocol conformance testing and so
are relevant there. Section 4 also described other classes
of systems for which multi-port FSMs can be used but
there are likely to be classes of systems for which they
are not appropriate.
These results are largely negative and might suggest
that, although there are potential benefits to using
PDSs, this is unlikely to be practical. However, we
might have an upper bound ` on the length of PDSs of
interest and for this case the problem is PSPACE-Hard
and in EXPSPACE. We observed that we can use a set of
separating sequences of polynomial size to distinguish
the states of a multi-port FSM and so in practice a
bound ` is likely to be a polynomial in the size of M .
For such bounds the decision problem is NP-Complete.
As far as we are aware there is no corresponding result
for single-port FSMs but it is not hard to show that
bounded PDS existence is PSPACE-Complete for single-
port FSMs.
The results in this paper are for completely-specified
multi-port FSMs. One can adapt the definition of
a controllable PDS to partial multi-port FSMs by
requiring that an input cannot be applied in a state
where it is not specified. A number of the results
(the undecidability result and the lower bounds) then
immediately transfer to partial multi-port FSMs - since
completely-specified multi-port FSMs form a special
case. The upper-bound proofs can also be adapted
for partial multi-port FSMs; when a non-deterministic
Turing machine is guessing a controllable PDS it has
the additional step of checking that an input is not
applied in a state where it is not specified. Thus, the
decidability and complexity results are the same for
partial FSM.
There are several lines of future work. First, it would
be interesting to investigate realistic conditions under
which the problems studied can be solved in polynomial
time. There may also be scope to develop heuristics for
devising controllable PDSs and it is encouraging that
although the PDS existence problem is PSPACE-Hard
for single-port FSMs it has been found that SAT solvers
can be effective in solving this problem [64]. Finally,
there is the potential to develop new automated test
generation algorithms for distributed testing.
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